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This adult coho salmon was seen in 2014 in the lower Mattole River, using recently restored instream habitat around Goff Gulch.
Photograph by Thomas Dunklin.

 Coho salmon can be considered the little brother to the 
better known Chinook or king salmon, the commercially caught 
species in California. Historically, Chinook and coho were the two 
most abundant species of salmon in California, with hundreds of 
thousands of fish returning yearly to spawn in California streams. 
not so today. While Chinook might still number in the tens and 
hundreds of thousands in some years, coho populations have 
dropped to very low levels. This is particularly true for the Mattole 
River and streams further south. California’s coho populations 
are so low that there is no commercial or sport fishery for these 
endangered fish. In the Mattole, their tiny but persistent presence 
is a true gift, a reminder of former abundance and an inspiration to 
recapture relationships we once had. 
 now, the Mattole salmon Group and partner agencies 
are developing a Coho supplementation experimental Plan 

that would allow for the capture of wild adult coho from other 
watersheds to supplement the Mattole’s depressed population. 
  Resource agencies including the California Department of 
Fish and Wildlife (CDFW) and the national Marine Fisheries service 
(nMFs) divide all California coho into two esUs:  evolutionarily 
significant units. An esU is a population of organisms that is 
considered distinct for purposes of conservation. The esUs in the 
salmonid recovery plans are made up of adjacent fish populations, 
each based in a given watershed. The nMFs has created recovery 
plans for the two coho esUs in California: the Central California 
Coast (CCC) unit and the southern Oregon northern California 
Coast (sOnCC) unit. The Mattole River watershed is the very 
southernmost watershed in the sOnCC unit. The actions taken 
as part of these recovery plans are perhaps keeping coho from 
extinction within the unit, but real recovery remains a goal. 

Coho are California’s Most Beleaguered salmon:
should We step in More Actively to Help Out in the Mattole?
By Richard sykes, Mattole salmon Group



 sincerely, 

 sarah Vroom, Richard sykes and April newlander
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From the executive Directors 
By sarah Vroom, Richard sykes and April newlander

Dear readers and friends of the Mattole, 

 Drought, a persistent pandemic, devastating wildfires 
surrounding us, epic heat wave—dare we ask what’s next?  
As we reflect on the past year, we are grateful that our three 
organizations have come through it safely and successfully. This 
is thanks to our dedicated staff and boards, our funders, the 
landowners we work with, and the communities we work in.  
 The three of us spent a lot of time this past year 
responding and adapting to the continued pandemic. Yet, 
we all managed to keep our existing restoration projects 
moving forward and we initiated new work. For a trying 
and unconventional year, we all feel proud of what was 
accomplished.
 In the headwaters, sanctuary Forest, Inc. (sFI) 
successfully completed the Baker Creek string of Pearls project 
with three large ponds that have the capacity to store 16 million 
gallons of water – even more than we anticipated! now we wait 
to see how long water will remain in those ponds feeding Baker 
Creek and providing the needed trickle to sustain pools for coho 
in this extremely dry year. In lost River, we are getting a look 
at how our beaver dam analogs are holding up and applying 
adaptive management techniques to maintain the structures 
while building a new off-channel pond adjacent to the stream. 
And, finally, sFI has closed on the conservation easement in 
Vanauken Creek and is eager to start developing a public access 
plan.
 Over the past year, the Mattole salmon Group (MsG) 
made great progress on habitat restoration in the mid-river 
area with projects complete (or nearly so) in sholes, Fourmile 
and McGinnis Creeks. We also completed the first half of further 
habitat work in the Mattole estuary by restoring a historic 
slough channel – work that we and our partner MRC will finish 
this year. As per the past 40 years, we completed another year 
of fish monitoring. The quick review shows a robust steelhead 
population, a stable but not resurgent Chinook population, and 
the struggling but persistent coho continuing to hang in there.  
 The Mattole Restoration Council (MRC) has been busy 
continuing coastal prairie restoration on Prosper Ridge, proudly 
using native plant materials grown at our MRC native Plant 
nursery in Petrolia and, when we can, using trees cleared from 
the prairie to create instream salmonid habitat. Our fuels crew 
has been working year-round for the first time ever: a new norm 
that will continue as we all work to create defensible space 
around homes, safer ingress/egress for our communities and 
more fire-resilient forests. We are also thrilled to report that 
after a pandemic-induced hiatus, our educational programs 
are moving forward. MRC hosted 15 university students and 
professors at our spring Mattole Field Institute course in 
watershed restoration, and as we write this, our 17th annual 
nick’s Interns season is wrapping up. 

 As we move forward, programs frozen due to COVID 
restrictions are being revived, and we are all involved in 
extensive planning projects that will kick off in earnest this 
year. One planning project in particular will engage our three 
organizations at a fundamental level: The Mattole Integrated 
Coastal Watershed Management Plan, which the Mattole River 
and Range Partnership (MRRP) published in 2009. The original 
plan established objectives and actions to achieve them 
that now have mostly been accomplished. The MRRP is now 
updating the plan with a deep appreciation for climate and 
community vulnerabilities that are now so evident. The updated 
plan will highlight priority actions needed to restore healthy 
flows for fish and people in the face of a changing climate, 
address community wildfire risk and land stewardship strategies 
to create healthy fire-resilient landscapes, and recognize our 
commitment to inclusivity and meeting the diverse needs of 
our community as we move forward.  
 During the past year, we at the Mattole River and Range 
Partnership spent a lot of time outside our regular monthly 
meetings to consider problems and challenges none of us had 
experienced previously. This has deepened an already strong 
sense of collaboration and appreciation that goes beyond our 
roles as executive directors of our three organizations. If we can 
get through this past year, then we can probably get through 
anything—but we cannot do it without the support from our 
community and an intergenerational commitment to do better.
 The debts owed after decades of misguided and 
disruptive land use are many. We have no illusions about 
the task at hand and the many unknown challenges headed 
our way. And while we hold a great bit of hope, we also hold 
humility. As the classic Mattole bumper sticker says, “nature 
Bats last.” 

Mattole Restoration
Council

 P.O. Box 160 • Petrolia, CA 95558 
Phone: (707) 629-3514 

Fax: (707) 629-3577
email: mrc@mattole.org

Website: www.mattole.org

Mattole RestoRation CounCil 
Mission

The mission of the Mattole Restoration Council is the 
restoration of natural systems in the Mattole River 
watershed and their maintenance at sustainable 
levels of health and productivity, especially in 
regards to forests, fisheries, soil, and other plant and 
animal communities.

Mattole RestoRation CounCil Vision
“We look forward to a Mattole that has healthy, 
self-sustaining, productive forests, meadows, and 
streams, with abundant native fish and wildlife 
populations. We envision a community that draws 
its sustenance from and lives in harmony with the 
environment. We seek to understand processes of 
natural healing and enhance them using best land 
practices in harmony with the local environment. 
We seek to enhance the exchange of knowledge 
among all community members toward that goal. 
We look forward to a time in the Mattole watershed 
when “restoration” will no longer be needed.”
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Project Coordinator
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The Mattole salmon Group works to restore 
salmon populations to self-sustaining levels in 
the Mattole watershed. 
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sanctuary Forest, Inc.
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email: sanctuary@sanctuaryforest.org

Website: www.sanctuaryforest.org

Mission stateMent

sanctuary Forest is a land and water trust whose 
mission is to conserve the Mattole River watershed 
and surrounding areas for wildlife habitat 
and aesthetic, spiritual and intrinsic values, in 
cooperation with our diverse community.
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Sanctuary Forest board and staff discuss future public access in the Meadow Conservation Area at their annual retreat, May 2021. 
Photograph courtesy of Sanctuary Forest, Inc. 

By April newlander, sanctuary Forest, Inc.

Van Arken Community Forest:  
What Comes next?

 so, what comes next? sanctuary Forest is ready to start 
the planning process for developing the Public Access Program. 
We have identified over 10 miles of trail routes throughout the 
watershed, and there is a 7-acre Meadow Conservation Area 
designated specifically for public access and meadow restoration 
projects. Our vision is to create an ADA accessible trail and picnic 
area around the Meadow Conservation Area—a great opportunity 
to provide easy hiking, picnicking and birdwatching. Developing 
a Recreation Management Plan, obtaining permits, and the 
construction of trails and other amenities will take time and 
we appreciate your patience. In addition to planning for public 
access, we have already secured grant funding to start planning 
projects that will improve salmon habitat and create enhanced 
streamflows needed to sustain salmon populations. lost Coast 
Forestlands will practice sustainable forestry techniques that will 
return health to the forest, leave a more fire resilient landscape, 
and create jobs for the local community. sanctuary Forest is 
excited about the potential for a multitude of educational 
opportunities about restoration techniques and sustainable 
forestry. 
 sanctuary Forest extends our deepest gratitude to our 
Fund an Acre Family and all the donors who contributed over 
$700,000 to this project. This amount includes $50,000 in pledges 
that we are still counting on to cover the full project cost, so Thank 
You for fulfilling your pledges! We also give special thanks to the 
WCB’s Climate Adaptation and Resiliency Program; CA Dept. of 
Fish & Wildlife’s River and streams Grant Program (Proposition 68); 
Bella Vista Foundation; Grace Us Foundation; Firedoll Foundation; 
and the Weeden Foundation. Additional thanks to lost Coast 
Forestlands and Boyle Forests lP.

1. the Vanauken watershed, named for Jackson Vanauken who 
patented the land at the mouth of this stream in the late 1890s, is 
also known locally as Van Arken.

 The campaign to “save Van Arken” started long before 
sanctuary Forest first appealed to the community to raise 
money to buy the Vanauken Creek1 watershed in the fall of 
2016. Vanauken Creek has long been a top priority for sanctuary 
Forest to conserve as it has been designated as critical habitat for 
salmonids in federal and state recovery plans and identified as a 
key tributary for coho recovery in the Mattole River watershed.  
 so, when Boyle Forests informed us in 2016 they wanted 
to sell the 1,300-acre watershed and adjacent 300-acres in mcKee 
Creek, we were eager to jump on the opportunity. not having 
the funds in place to purchase 1,600 acres, we turned to our 
community for help. We started the “Fund an Acre Campaign” 
and got an overwhelming response, raising over $400,000 in 
the first year and a half into the campaign. In 2018, we were 
successful in securing a grant from the Wildlife Conservation 
Board (WCB) for the purchase of the 300 acres in the mcKee Creek 
tributary. However, after a couple of failed attempts at acquiring 
state grants to buy the remaining 1,300-acre Vanauken Creek 
watershed, we changed course from ownership in fee-title to 
working with a partner to buy the land—and we would buy a 
conservation easement from the new landowner. You see, it was 
never about owning the land. It was about protecting the values 
of the land that are in line with our mission—wildlife habitat and 
aesthetic, spiritual and intrinsic values. now, less than 5 years 
from when we started the campaign, sanctuary Forest is pleased 
to announce that as of April 4, 2021 we have closed on the 
purchase of a conservation easement from the landowner, lost 
Coast Forestlands llC, who supported our goals for the project 
and agreed to include valuable provisions in the easement to 
uphold those goals. As the easement holder, sanctuary Forest has 
been granted affirmative rights that will allow us to: 1) Develop 
Habitat Restoration Projects; 2) Develop streamflow enhancement 
Projects; and 3) Develop a Public access Program—the first 
sanctuary Forest easement that includes this right.  

By Anna Rogers, sanctuary Forest, Inc. 

storage and Forbearance: The new normal

 After another year of critically low rainfall, California is in 
the throes of a potentially devastating drought. Rather than a 
temporary condition, it’s time to accept reality—this is the new 
normal.
 In April, Governor newsom put it in stark terms: “Much 
of the West is experiencing severe to exceptional drought and 
California is in a second consecutive year of dry conditions, 
resulting in drought or near-drought throughout many portions of 
the state.”
 Here’s an instructive local example: In the 2020 water year, 
we received 50.4” of rain in the Mattole River headwaters. In the 
2021 water year, sanctuary Forest measured 50.41” of rain. nearly 
identical rainfall should result in nearly identical dry seasons and 
the same length of our forbearance period—right? Turns out, no. 
 Many landowners in the upper Mattole are part of 
sanctuary Forest’s storage & Forbearance Program. This innovative, 
voluntary partnership helps landowners store the water they need 
to avoid pumping during the dry season, and maintains water flow 
when the river needs it most. The average length of a forbearance 
season is 72 days in a “good” year, and 125 in a “bad” year. 
 In 2020, the forbearance period began august 13 
and ended november 18, for a total of 97 days. In 2021, our 
forbearance period began July 7—more than five weeks earlier—
and is expected to last until mid-november. that’s 133 days. Why? 
The timing of the rain is critical. 
 In May of 2020, we received over eight inches of rain. In 
spring 2021, we didn’t have a comparable period of rainfall; only 
an inch fell in in april and a half-inch in June. We’ve learned over 
time, by consulting with hydrologists and geologists, that our 
ground is “leaky:” it doesn’t retain much of the water that falls 
earlier in the wet season. As a result, 100” of rain isn’t much better 
than, say, 70”. When we get too little rain, as we have in the last few 
years, the later rains have a significant effect. But when it dries up, 
it dries up faster, because lower rainfall results in less groundwater 
storage throughout the watershed. not only is the dry season 
beginning earlier, but it’s also ending much later. We used to 
receive enough rain to end forbearance in October, but now the 
average end is mid-november. It’s clear that we’re trending toward 
lower streamflows and less groundwater storage. In 2020, a total 
of 72 years of Mattole River streamflows had been recorded by 
the ettersburg gauge. seventeen of the last 22 years have had the 
lowest flows recorded of those 72 years—not including 2021.
 In addition to low flows and groundwater, there is growing 

concern about the effects of wells on groundwater storage. With 
the increase in well drilling and groundwater pumping, there 
could be negative effects on surface water, including springs and 
river flows. Though the hydrology is complex, groundwater in 
the Mattole watershed is inextricably connected to surface water. 
Requiring storage and forbearance on all groundwater wells is one 
obvious, practical solution. However, the timing of forbearance is 
also more difficult to determine. Groundwater pumping can have 
a delayed impact. Groundwater pumping could impact surface 
water and flows weeks after the pumping stops, whereas when 
surface diversions stop, the impact stops much more quickly. 
 The most protective solutions include incentives for storage 
and forbearance of surface-water diversions—including ponds 
for agriculture and tanks for household and commercial use—and 
simplifying the permitting process.
 For surface water diversions in the Mattole headwaters, 
forbearance is determined by calculating when the river’s flow 
will reach 0.7 cubic feet per second at our measurement site 
that we call Ms6, located just upstream of the shelter Cove Road 
crossing. According to CDFW, the cumulative impacts of human-
use water diversions must be less than 10% of the river’s flow to 
protect salmon habitat. Before the forbearance date, we prescribe 
pumping days: participants are divided into five groups with 
designated tank top-off days. This reduces the collective impacts, 
so tanks can be topped off later in the season until forbearance 
begins. 
 Imagine the river flowing at 30 gallons per minute. If three 
households pump simultaneously at 10 gpm, they would use the 
river’s entire flow. It is not hard to see why reducing our cumulative 
impact is so imperative.
 This year, our storage & Forbearance participants are 
anticipating 19 weeks of forbearance—assuming forbearance 
ends mid-november. nineteen weeks of budgeting and recording 
their water use, nineteen weeks of doing their part to conserve 
water for fish and other wildlife. We are deeply grateful for their 
participation, and for community members who are not official 
participants but who practice forbearance by adhering to our stop 
Pumping date. 
 To learn more about voluntary forbearance participation, 
download our Water stewardship Guide: https://sanctuaryforest.
org/publications/.
 For more information about all of our work, visit 
sanctuaryforest.org.

Above: Sanctuary Forest’s Ash Brookens measures dissolved oxygen in Baker Creek, a tributary of the Mattole. 
Photograph by Katrina Nystrom.
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A Pathway to system-wide Habitat Restoration and 
salmon Recovery: The Importance of Planning Grants
By Tasha McKee and Ash Brookens, sanctuary Forest, Inc, and Richard sykes and nathan Queener, Mattole salmon Group

 sanctuary Forest and the Mattole salmon Group would like 
to thank the California state Coastal Conservancy and California 
Department of Fish and Wildlife for funding our Mattole River 
Headwaters Habitat enhancement Planning Project, which will 
facilitate Chinook and coho salmon and steelhead recovery on a 
watershed scale. While implementation of individual projects can 
be effective at a given site, planning on a larger scale provides 
the opportunity for assessment of current conditions throughout 
the watershed and design plans that incorporate both short- and 
long-term strategies. 
 As restorationists, we love to proudly report on these 
accomplishments, on the skilled labor of our contractors and staff, 
and the heartening support of volunteers who together with the 
support of funders, bring about these impressive changes. But, 
before boots, shovels and chainsaws, there is, of course, a plan. 
Planning is a major project in and of itself, often years-long and 
engaging many disciplines. It starts with reviewing maps, followed 
by long hours in the field assessing current habitat conditions and 
potential future conditions.  next, there’s the time at our desks 
with spreadsheets, more maps, phones and permits. These images 
are less visible in our work, but integral to the restoration process. 
And generally, the better the planning, the better the project.
 When awarded, planning grants fund project assessments, 
consultation, surveys, design, and modeling which provide 
critical insight into what’s feasible, and what factors might 
influence outcomes. These studies inform decisions about how 
to most effectively catalyze processes likely to result in sustained 
improvements, both within an area of focus, and the watershed as 
a system. They will also result in design plans, sufficiently detailed 
and funded, which meet state and local permitting requirements 
such as CeQA (California environmental Quality Act). successfully 
completing CeQA review, for example, is key, as it increases the 
availability of funds for project implementation because many 
funders require it as a condition of funding. 
 The Mattole River Headwaters Habitat enhancement 
Planning Project will plan and design instream habitat projects 
at 253 sites in 6 miles of the upper mattole River watershed: 
critical spawning and rearing habitat for endangered salmonids. 
“In all four project tributaries, there is an urgent need to restore 
pools of sufficient depth for drought resilience and to restore 
long-term natural processes needed for habitat and anadromous 
species recovery,” Tasha McKee, Water Program Director of 
sanctuary Forest, writes. “As of 2020, there will be no dry season 
water diversions in the mainstem of McKee Creek and no 
residential development or water diversions in the other three 

tributaries (Vanauken, Baker Creek, and lost River). Therefore no 
improvements in drought resilience can be made through changes 
in human use. It is critical that we address the land use impacts 
that are currently the most significant impediment to recovery.” 
 nathan Queener, Fisheries Biologist for the Mattole 
salmon Group, notes that “the land use impacts from widespread 
clearcutting and roadbuilding have not only impacted the 
headwaters areas but also degraded habitat in the Mattole River 
and downstream tributaries.” For this reason, the Mattole salmon 
Group is leading a planning effort which mirrors the project being 
conducted by sanctuary Forest. The goal of this project is to plan, 
prioritize and design instream large wood habitat projects that 
increase pool depth, complexity, shelter, the retention of spawning 
gravel, and drought resilience for coho and Chinook salmon and 
steelhead in the Mattole River and major tributaries downstream 
of the Mattole headwaters and upstream of the Mattole estuary. 
 The MsG project will characterize 27 miles of Mattole 
River and tributary streams in terms of geomorphic and habitat 
conditions, hillslope stability, hydrology and other factors. These 
are locations that MsG and resource agencies consider good 
candidates for salmonid habitat if conditions are improved. A large 
wood augmentation plan will be created for these reaches and 
wood structure designs will be completed for a total of at least 
165 wood structures within a reach length of 7.5 miles which will 
include portions of 8 tributaries.  
 With the planning and permitting phases of these 
projects funded by the California state Coastal Conservancy 
and the California Department of Fish and Wildlife, the path to 
implementation has been forged. When the sFI and MsG planning 
projects are completed, there may be as many as 15 individual 
implementation projects ready for grant applications. This work 
will take years and several million dollars in grants to accomplish. 
When constructed, these habitat structures are expected to 
result in a measurable increase in Chinook salmon and steelhead 
populations in the watershed, which is a potential stronghold for 
these listed species. Implementation of projects will also provide 
the additional spawning and rearing habitat that could greatly 
improve the potential for success of a Mattole River Coho salmon 
supplementation Plan (currently being developed by MsG and 
state and federal fishery agencies). Through the generous ongoing 
support of our communities and funders, and the collaboration 
between landowners, our watershed partners and technical 
advisory teams, we are well situated to attain reach-specific 
improvements as well as watershed-scale benefits. 

Summer Steelhead Dive July 2021 Recap
 For two days in mid-July, volunteers gathered in the lower 
Mattole Valley for the Mattole salmon Group’s 25th annual summer 
steelhead Dive event. Covid cancelled last year’s event but with 
some precautionary measures, the Mattole salmon Group was 
happy to provide volunteers with a safe and fun way to participate 
in monitoring native fish populations in the Mattole River. 
 While most came from nearby, for the third straight year 
a crew of California Conservation Corps biologists made the long 
trek north from Ventura County. These folks work on restoration 
and monitoring of southern California steelhead, a fish so rare and 
elusive that it may take several years of field work to encounter 
just one adult fish! They were elated to all have an opportunity to 
spot adult steelhead (and thousands of juveniles), including one 
monster 32” long fish.
 summer-run steelhead enter the Mattole River in late spring 
or early summer and spend the summer months hiding out in 
deep pools or areas of dense cover as flows drop and temperatures 
increase, before ascending tributaries to spawn when rains cause 
the river to rise in the fall. In 25 years, no more than 56 adult fish 
have been seen in a year – in contrast, we estimate that annual 
returns of the much more numerous winter-run steelhead are 
2,000-5,000 adults. 
 This year surveyors spotted 15 adult steelhead, which is a 
bit less than the average of 22, but more than the very low number 
of seven adults observed in 2019. There are many things we don’t 
understand about these fish. While it is clear the adults need 
deep pools, preferably with a cool water source and some cover 
to over-summer successfully, what drives year-to-year variation in 
abundance remains a complete mystery.
 In addition to searching for adult steelhead, surveyors 
also take note of other fish, amphibians, reptiles, crayfish, and 
freshwater mussels. signs of the last two very dry winters (with 
the 2nd and 3rd lowest peak flows in the 73 years of stream gage 
record) were evident this year. Two non-native species, signal 
crayfish and bullfrogs, whose persistence in the river is typically 
blunted by winter floods, were distributed over a greater portion 
of river than ever before. Better news was the very large number 
of juvenile steelhead observed. Hopefully the rest of the summer 
does not have too many days of extreme heat, and we get some 
rain before December to allow these juvenile fish better conditions 
to feed and grow.
 This year’s summer steelhead dive event was supported by 
funding from the Conservation lands Foundation, and the Cereus 
Fund. A heartfelt thank you to all the landowners who allowed to 
use their river access points, and all the snorkelers who spent a day 
in the water.
                    ~ nathan Queener 

Above: Volunteers Kyle Maxwell and Blake Toney take a lunch 
break at the 30/30 Ranch palapa. Kyle came came all the way 
from Ventura County to volunteer on the beautiful Mattole River, 
surveying for adult summer steelhead and other aquatics.
Below: Juvenile coho salmon in Thompson Creek were one of the 
most welcomed biological observations to occur during the Summer 
Steelhead Dive, an event that engages volunteers in biological 
monitoring from the Mattole headwaters all the way to the river 
mouth in the King Range National Conservation Area. 
Volunteer photo by John MacKay, coho salmon photo by Nathan Queener. 

By nathan Queener and John macKay, mattole Salmon Group

Above: The current planning effort will eventually improve habitat by restoring instream wood and complexity akin to that seen 
in the Mattole’s Fourmile Creek, site of multiple helicopter-assisted wood placements in 2020. The pool under this logjam in June 
2021 was over 3’ deep, contained over 100 juvenile steelhead and 3 coho, as well as frogs, newts, and a western pond turtle. 
Photograph by Thomas Dunklin.

 For the anadromous fish native to the Mattole, the river is 
more than a home. The adult steelhead, coho, and Chinook who 
enter the river mouth have just completed one of the greatest 
migrations in the natural world. some of them have traversed 
thousands of miles of Pacific Ocean to return to their exact place of 
birth, just as their parents did.
            The Mattole River lives within these fish. The fresh water 
which nurtured their first years of life still flows through their veins, 
always a part of them. During their time at sea, the endless gallons 
of salt water they traverse cannot rid them of the memory, the 
taste, of home. When they finally return to the Mattole and cross 
into the estuary, they are reuniting with a part of themselves. They 
have ended one great journey only to begin another: the trek up 
the river to spawn. For the Chinook and coho, it will cost them their 
lives.
            Fortunately for our volunteer divers, the cost of returning to 
the Mattole each year is not as severe.
            like the anadromous fish, many returning volunteer divers 
have spent a year out in the world only to make their way back 
to the same river, a migration which could seem to an outsider as 
equally mystifying as that of the salmonids. expecting no payment 
or material compensation, the divers have followed something 
within themselves back to the Mattole. Perhaps the water that 
trickles through a snorkel compels them back to the Mattole for 
another taste, another dive – everything short of digging their 
own redd. Perhaps what draws them back is the chance to glimpse 
a large summer steelhead, or juvenile coho and Chinook salmon 
rearing in the river. Perhaps it is the serenity that comes with being 
immersed for two full days in the watery realm of western pond 
turtles, otters, freshwater mussels and sponges, with rough-skinned 
newts swimming past and lamprey ammocetes squiggling out of 
their hiding places in the fine silt. 
 The health of all these species provides insight into the 
ecological health of the watershed, but none better than the 
salmonids. The steelhead, Chinook, and coho are the most reliable 
indicators of the Mattole. They are more than residents in the river, 
more than natives. The fish are the river. And the river is the fish.
           ~ John macKay

Above: An aquatic garter snake attempts to devour a good-
sized sculpin: just one of many natural wonders surveyors may 
encounter during a summer volunteer event on the Mattole.  
Photograph by John MacKay.
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The Fire & Fuels Crew and Gilham Butte

 not a little rain nor wind, not even a pandemic will stop 
the MRC Fire and Fuels crew from removing hazardous fuels. We’re 
no strangers to adaptation, after all: the very nature of this work 
hinges on helping forests adapt to changing conditions to boost 
resilience in times of heightened fire danger. A little rain or cold? 
suit up. A little wind? extra caution around those widow makers. 
Pandemic? skip the carpooling and give additional distance at 
work (and reflect again on the blessings of working outdoors!) 
But when it became apparent that fire danger during this drought 
year posed risk to the crew, we seriously paused and then…you 
guessed it: adapted. 
 But first, harken back to 2020. Ah 2020: because fuels 
reduction was considered essential, the crew worked through 
most of every month of the year and into the next. looking around 
at our forests and rural homes, and recalling the tragic recent 
California wildfires, folks often agreed: “There will always be work 
to do for the crew.” 
 The longest and largest project the crew has undertaken 
is the creation of a 200-foot wide ridgeline shaded fuel break 
across key ridges on the conserved lands of the Redwoods to 
the sea Wildlife Corridor under contract with save the Redwoods 
league. The entire project includes 6 different units that involve 
both the stansberry Ranch and lands managed by the Bureau 
of land Management (BlM). The longest unit, called the Gilham 
Butte unit, has a lengthy drive time, is roadless and necessitates 
overnight camping to work efficiently. Beginning in late 2019, the 
crew began work on the Gilham Butte unit, but were literally stuck 
in the mud several times. not efficient, so they switched units in 
2020 and worked instead on a unit off Wilder Ridge.
 The crew usually works a spike of four long consecutive days. 
Finally this May, it was dry enough to navigate again the miles of 
sometimes steep dirt roads into the northern access of the Gilham 

Butte unit. For seven weeks, they trudged in and out, up and down the bony, 
broken ridgeback that winds its way through the Gilham Butte unit from the 
north.
 The definition of a butte is “an isolated hill or mountain with steep or 
precipitous sides usually having a smaller summit area than a mesa.” After 
being out there to flag the fuel break’s boundaries, I can attest to the steep 
slopes tumbling down from the knobby spine: steep slopes which are a safety 
concern for a crew, especially when handling chainsaws. But my biggest 
worry is wildfire, knowing we are in a particularly vulnerable summer due to 

the drought in California. Crew leaders make spike camp preparations 
that include an emergency Action Plan (eAP). nonetheless, I wanted 
their work out of the northern access to the butte wrapped up by 
July, not only because it was a long hike into the treatment area from 
where they camp, or the long one-lane access road to exit, but the 
fact that one would still be in thick forest until they got close to the 
Mattole river at Honeydew, a total of which could be several hours of 
evacuation: not safe during a wildfire event. so by the summer solstice 
the crew packed up their northern spike camp and bid farewell to the 
tedious hiking and remote terrain of the northern Gilham Butte unit 
to begin a new phase: working up to the butte from the private lands 
in the south. 
 Gilham Butte is both rugged and curious. It has round pebbly 
formations that belie an uplift of at least 40 million year old marine 
deposits. According to sam Flanagan, BlM geologist, “Most of the 
gravelly conglomerate rocks were most likely deposited on submarine 
fans at the foot of the continental shelf.” 

 Fast forward through the eons. That 
submarine landscape slowly heaved itself 
up to where it is now: 3,050 feet above 
present sea level. In 1884, a samuel Gilham 
was deeded 160 acres near the butte after 
farming the land with livestock by 1880. One 
wonders about other names this place had 
or should be called, along with numerous 
other names of peaks, ridges, and creeks in 
the Mattole. Bob stansberry recounts a time 
when there was a well-used trail through the 
unit. His mom’s diary speaks of bringing a 
sled of furniture over elk Ridge down the trail. 
Bob can remember riding horses up to the 
top where he could see mountains clear into 
Trinity County, though even as a kid it was 
filling in with forest. There is barely any view 

now as Douglas-fir, madrone, tanoak and true oaks occupy the butte, the 
ridges and the flanks save for a few small patches of meadow. 
 For a quarter century, the Friends of Gilham Butte (FOGB) tirelessly 
advocated for protecting the forestlands in the 
Gilham Butte area. When eel River sawmills proposed 
three timber harvest plans in the mid 1990s that 
threatened to harvest old-growth trees, a concerted 
effort took hold, including a successful lawsuit 
brought by both FOGB and the environmental 
Protection Information Center in 1998. The 
purchase of the Gilham Butte area for conservation 
took hold in 1999 with Ancient Forests International 
and save the Redwoods league securing bridge 
funding for a BlM acquisition of over 6,000 acres 
that would become known as the Redwoods to the 
sea Wildlife Corridor because of the connectivity to 
both Humboldt Redwoods state Park and the King 
Range national Conservation Area. 
 Our crew has weathered changes with 
resilience, adapting not only to drought conditions 
and pandemic concerns, but also to the needs of 
the individuals that make up our valued team. soon 
after John Summers (see article page 10) announced 
he was stepping down as crew leader, Chris Gilda 
stepped in, but wanted time off for family (his son 
emmett Oak was born in December). 

Fortunately, eleonore Jordan anderson, fresh off the august complex 
fire, was hired as crew leader and program assistant. Between 
Jordan, Chris and lee Killough (another alternate crew leader), the 
crew began a robust 2021 with great leadership. In addition, crew 
members were able to up their skills through a chainsaw training 
given by Firestorm Wildland Fire suppression, Inc. earlier the same 
week, volunteer firefighters from all five companies in the Mattole 
were trained to be certified as Firefighter 2.
 Creating a fuel break is a hopeful step in decreasing the risk 
that wildfire will cross ridges. Helping to protect conserved lands is 
important not just because of nearby human communities, but for 
survival of old forests and all the species that crawl, run, slither, fly, 
buzz and bloom within them. For habitat, for clean water, for clean 
air, and for our future I am grateful for the dedication and hard work 
of the fire and fuels crew of the MRC! And if there are people out 
there with chainsaw experience that want to join the crew, hit me 
up: ali@mattole.org. Work will continue on the Redwoods to the 
sea Fuel Break until March 2022. 

Clockwise from top left: Fuels crew leader Chris Gilda in steep working conditions just below Gilham Butte. 
A sunrise view: looking West towards the Redwoods to the Sea Wildlife Corridor from the Stansberry Ranch.
The fuels crew hiking to work on Gilham Butte in May 2021.
Mammatus clouds over the Redwoods to the Sea fuel break, with the Mattole River in the foreground. 
Laird Leatherwood of the fuels crew working on the Stansberry Ranch in January 2021. 
The fuels crew takes a lunch break while keeping an eye on burn piles in December 2020.
Center: The fuels crew at a massive canyon live oak on June 23, 2021. Pictured left to right are: Sam Keener, 
Alex Ehret, Lee Killough, Daniel Jingoiu, Daniel Bertel, Eleonore Jordan Anderson.
All photographs this page by Eleonore Jordan Anderson. 
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In appreciation of John Summers 
By Veronica Yates, Mattole Restoration Council

In Gratitude to and Appreciation of Michele Palazzo
By Flora Brain, Dave Kahan, linda stansberry, and Claire Trower, Mattole Restoration Council

 The first thing that comes to mind about Michele is that 
she’s dependable.  she never offered to do more than her heavy 
schedule allowed, and if she did, she followed through. When she 
became chair, our meetings were well-run, and open to as much 
discussion as was out there during a meeting. We were blessed 
with knowing her daughter Azalea from newborn to schoolgirl 
during Michele’s tenure. Michele came to meetings after having 
worked all day at Beginnings in Briceland and got home late, 
only to get up early and teach the next day, all the while with a 
baby and partner living off the grid with sketchy internet and 
phone. she also ran her own business, volunteered for other 
organizations, lead children on walks through the headwaters of 
the Mattole, and taught school year-round. she even started a 
school in Africa and raised funds for it – I believe travelling there 
for a few years prior to Azalea’s birth.
 Michele always advocated for more board members 
from upriver, which is our constant problem. After our office at 
Whitethorn Construction closed when the Good Roads, Clear 
Creeks program ended, it left a hole in our contact with that end of 
the watershed. Along with passionately feeling that a watershed 
council should really include active participation of folks from 
all corners of the watershed, she was also a strong advocate of 
environmental education in all the schools in the watershed 
(including Whale Gulch school).  
 Michele tackled the different politics of all board 
members with equal attention, and advocated open discussion 
when differences of opinion were voiced. Her steady hand got 
us through some rough spots over the years, as the Personnel 
Committee battled some hard issues.  The MRC board will miss her 
organizational skills and dedication to our mission. 

      ~ Claire Trower

 If one is ever unsure of where to find John Summers, 
a good place to start is deeply embedded in the middle of 
something - be it a pampas grass that needs hacking, or a tanoak 
that needs bucking, or a whale that needs investigating. After six 
years of hiking trails and removing weeds, crossing creeks and 
cutting down trees, working near excavators and planting trees 
with John, I can say that this person is easily one of the hardest 
working humans I know.
 John has worn a towering number of hats at the mRC 
since starting as a crew leader in 2015. Throughout his time here, 
he was the project coordinator for the Invasive species program, 
the Oak Woodland enhancement program, and the sudden 
Oak Death program, as well as the FlAsH technician, the fuels 
reduction crew leader, the native Plant nursery manager, and 
a mentor to nicks Interns and AmeriCorps Watershed stewards 
Program members. From creating GIs maps to pulling weeds with 
local youth to wielding chainsaws deep in the woods, John has left 
a positive impression throughout every corner of our watershed.
 John has always been incredibly dedicated to our work, 
and would never ever turn down the chance to go the extra mile 
to get the job done. I remember waking up before the sun on 
backpacking trips to remove invasive French broom, cutting down 
small forests of Douglas-fir with handsaws to preserve the prairies, 
hiking to the very corners of the map to search for every last tansy 
plant, dragging cuttings and logs and branches into trenches and 
piles. all the while, John would be laughing and joking, winning 
every pun-off and schooling everyone at word games, all without 
skipping a beat.  
 I know I’m not alone in respecting this incredible person. 
Aside from being one of the most badass employees the MRC has 
ever had, and lending additional energy to the Mattole salmon 
Group, the Petrolia Volunteer Fire Department, and the lower 

mattole Fire Safe Council, John has contributed immensely to 
our community here in Petrolia. He’s built trails and frisbee golf 
courses, delivered firewood and picked up beach trash. He’s 
hosted DnD game nights, picked all the rocks off the sandy beach 
on the river bar, and is always there with a homemade cider, a 
giant grin, and a ready-to-take-on-the-world attitude. 
 The MRC has lost a tremendous asset (not entirely: he is still 
managing our FlAsH program in Humboldt Bay), but he has been 
gained by the Myrtletown community and is now managing his 
own business, summers Tree service. 
 thank you so much, John, for being a wonderful teacher, an 
embodiment of work ethic, and a restoration inspiration to me and 
countless others here in the Mattole. I’m not exaggerating when I 
say you’ve been a hero to our organization. We wish you the very 
best and hope you come back to visit often!

 Michele Palazzo’s presence has shaped the 
Mattole Restoration Council’s volunteer board of 
directors since 2005. For the vast majority of the years 
since, she served as board chair. Michele held that 
difficult position with resolve, a resolve that she applied 
all these years toward the goal of having a community-
based watershed council whose policies are fair, 
conducting our board meetings with civility and never 
shying away from hearing and exploring divergent 
opinions. Importantly, Michele understood the value 
in having residents from all corners of the watershed 
seated on the board. 
 The structure of the MRC board of directors 
is not static; MRC board members serve for 2 years 
and then face re-election. The purpose of such short 
terms is to ensure that the directors of our community-
based council continue to represent the MRC member 
community. Roughly half of our board members are 
up for re-election in any given calendar year, making 
for fairly constant turnover and often a somewhat new 
board of directors every year. Michele, however, was a 
force of constancy who brought a commitment to our 
organization – and thus to this watershed – to every meeting. 
Whether it was a congenial bunch of folks who could often see 
eye-to-eye, or a roomful of parties deeply divided over their 
different ideas for how to best restore the watershed, Michele 
showed up, conducted business, and continually seemed to 
see the deeper value in bringing these groups of passionate 
watershed-minded individuals together.  
 One of the personality traits I appreciate most about 
Michele is her ability to listen. she understands the importance, 
especially when working through complex or sensitive problems, 
of hearing one another. For fifteen years, she offered an example of 
how to listen and really hear. I hope we were all paying attention, 
and that we may continue to be blessed with future board chairs 
showing as much dedication as Michele. 

      ~ Flora Brain

 I first got to know Michele as my son’s pre-school teacher.  
Her extreme competence was one of my first and strongest 
impressions of her.  That was complemented nicely by her 
positive personality and humor.  As time went on, attributes like 
dependable and tenacious (she’s a strong, tough woman, when 
she needs to be) were added to the list of my perceptions.  Her 
sense of social and environmental responsibility was strong.  so 
when a board position opened up, I encouraged her to run for 
it.  The rest is history, as they say.  Her longevity on the board 
is matched only by the fairness with which she conducted the 
meetings.  I was pleased and honored to be her teammate.  But at 
least now maybe she’ll have the time to run for county supervisor!

      ~ Dave Kahan

 Michele is an impressive, unforgettable human. Among 
the many things I enjoyed about serving with her were her 
combination of pragmatism and kindness, her willingness to do 
the unglamorous little jobs that come up in putting together 
events, her excellent fundraising and networking skills and her 
willingness to always speak her mind! In 2014 I had the pleasure 
of attending a conference with Michele in new Mexico and I got 
to know her better. We talked about her travels, her herb work and 
her dancing. I remain impressed by Michele and I’m proud to call 
her a friend. 

      ~ linda stansberry

Michele Palazzo on Hull Mountain, near the headwaters of the Eel River. 
Photograph by Campbell Thompson

Right: Michele conducted meetings with the utmost professionalism 
despite sometimes probably preferring to get up and dance. She’s pictured 
here after the conclusion of a 2009 MRC board retreat, shaking some 
papers at a lighthearted Gary “Fish” Peterson while Douglas Fir, Marcia 
Ehrlich and Ken Young look on, none of them in fact distressed. 
Photograph from MRC archives. 

John removing pampas grass near Big Flat on the Lost Coast Trail, 
summer 2016. Photograph by Veronica Yates.

Coho supplementation
 The CCC unit is the very southern extent of the coho’s 
range, extending from santa Cruz in the south to the Usal Creek 
Watershed in the north. Populations within the CCC esU reached 
extremely low levels during the height of California’s recent 
extended drought (2011–2016), though some have rebounded 
in the past several years. nevertheless, all populations remain 
depressed and well below recovery targets, particularly those in 
the most southern portion of the esU, which are highly vulnerable 
to extinction and dependent on ongoing conservation hatchery 
programs. The largest historic population in this unit is within 
the Russian River watershed which has been hit very hard by the 
current drought. CDFW is currently conducting weekly rescue 
missions for coho juveniles as tributary creeks dry up. The rescued 
fish are either moved to creeks that still have adequate flow or 
taken to the conservation hatchery located below Warm springs 
Dam on Dry Creek, a major tributary (nOAA, species in the 
spotlight, 4/21/21). This is triage to avoid extinction in a highly 
managed, hatchery-influenced coho population. 
 The picture is a bit brighter for the sOnCC unit, which 
extends from the Mattole River north to elk River (just above 
Gold Beach) in southern Oregon. CDFW Coho salmon Recovery 
Coordinator Dr. stephen swales notes that, “In the sOnCC there is 
some encouraging news like the continued strong coho returns on 
the south Fork eel River, and yet other areas where returns have 
not yet rebounded or remain highly variable, such as the scott 
River.” 
 The Mattole does not have the same robust population 
as seen in the south Fork eel immediately to the east. From the 
early 1980s through 2007,  annual Mattole River adult coho 
returns numbered a few hundred per year, with the occasional 
year approaching 1,000 fish. However, survey data since 2008 
indicates a significant decline well below the 250 salmon threshold 

required to prevent impacts associated with low population sizes. 
since 2008-09, no more than 11 live adult fish or 10 redds have 
been documented during the annual spawner surveys. And in the 
most recent five years, MsG spawning surveys have documented 
fewer than 5 adults each year. nonetheless, the MsG summer 
juvenile fish surveys continue to identify a few tributaries in the 
headwaters where coho are present. even in the current drought 
year, surveys conducted this June-July identified a large number 
of juvenile coho in Baker and Thompson Creeks and the mainstem 
Mattole River, and modest numbers of juveniles were seen in Bear 
and Fourmile Creeks. so clearly, a few coho continue to spawn and 
the population miraculously remains with us.
 In spite of the persistence of the Mattole coho population, 
it is considered to be at high risk of extinction based on viability 
criteria related to the ratio of consecutive low abundance years 
to the amount of potential habitat. “Populations with extremely 
low numbers of spawning adults can suffer from depensatory 
effects, which are problems with successful reproduction such 
as spawners being too scarce to find each other. The number 
of spawners needed to avoid depensatory effects is called the 
depensation threshold.” (Final Recovery Plan for sOnCC, 2014).  
That threshold value for the Mattole River is 250 adults: thus, to 
avoid the effects of very low populations levels it is estimated that 
at least 250 coho salmon must spawn in the Mattole on an annual 
basis (Williams et al. 2008). That level just keeps the population 
from collapse and extinction but to actually recover, the nMFs has 
set the coho population target for the Mattole at 1,000 spawners. 
This target supports the local population and contributes to the 
health of the esU by contributing fish to other nearby watersheds 
through straying.  

See “Coho Supplementation” - continued on page 16

 - continued from page 1
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a colleague of his appear, and while talking about their work (“we 
do what the tribes want: we work for them”) he’s asked a question 
by one of the HsU students. He pauses, then invites the student 
to share their own experience. The mantle of teacher swiftly shifts, 
and we get to hear and learn from a brilliant young tribal forester 
named Chris Villaruel. And as with every Mattole Field Institute 
group, we all – every one of us being both student and teacher– 
have become better humans through our time spent together in 
the field.  
 My goal, as coordinator of the Mattole Field Institute, 
is to bring these rich field-based learning experiences to more 
people. My vision includes Mattole Valley community members 
sharing their skills, expertise and experience and visitors sharing 
theirs, connecting us to the world outside our bubble. It includes 
restoration professionals inspiring young adults towards 
environmental careers through hands-on experiences that 
truly teach. It includes university faculty coming to the Mattole 
and King Range national Conservation Area to conduct their 
research to build understanding and appreciation of this precious 
place. It includes grad students focusing their studies here, 
deepening understandings of local ecology, sociology, climate, 
resilience, and other topics. It includes people being inspired 
by weeklong immersion courses in the Mattole River watershed 
and King Range, going on to conservation careers and/or more 
sustainable lifestyles. At some future point, I would also like to 
create opportunities for local high school youth to participate in 
extended MFI courses alongside university students.
 Right now, MFI is planning to build an education center 
from which to base all of our programs. We are working with 
potential funders and seeking the perfect location to serve as a 
home for the Mattole Field Institute. If you think you have that site, 
please reach out to me at Flora@mattole.org or (707) 629-3526. 
 We will create a vibrant gathering space for all people to 
come together to share skills and explore ideas that contribute to 
deeper understandings of nature, including humans’ place within 
it. Please join me in this joyous and fulfilling work. 
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Mattole Field Institute: 
Fertile Ground For Field-Based learning
By Flora Brain, Mattole Restoration Council 

 Imagine: 
 A Humboldt state grad student who studies the intricacies 
of the pathogen that causes sudden Oak Death comes to the 
Mattole and exchanges knowledge with the MRC employee who 
monitors sOD in the watershed. 
 A Mattole Valley forestland owner shares his approach to 
creating a sustainable small wood products business while also 
restoring health to his forest, recieving input from Humboldt state 
and College of the Redwoods forestry professors, while students 
take notes. 
 A tribal forestry student whose home river was dammed 
in 1937 comes to the mattole to connect with and learn about 
salmon and how to restore watersheds. 
 A university professor who studies aquatic ecology leads 
a short macroinvertebrate sampling session in the lower Mattole, 
and is ecstatic over the diversity of creatures present in our river 
even in this drought year. 
 A hike in the old growth Douglas-fir forest with local 
conservationists explaining how the community saved the Mill 
Creek Forest. eager students ask deeply insightful questions 
during each session. 
 All this – and so much more – happened in just five days 
in May as part of the Mattole Field Institute’s annual watershed 
restoration field course. The original idea was that these field-
based courses would primarily educate the Humboldt state 
University students who attend them, immersing themselves in 
a week of hands-on exposure to restoration. However, after ten 
years, something much more profound has taken hold: the cross-
directional education of all involved. 
 I have once again been blessed by the presence of a group 
of gifted teachers in the form of students. 
 One moment, perhaps, illustrates the beauty of these field 
courses. Imagine an evening campfire circle, a group of twenty 
HsU students and Mattole Valley locals who’ve just feasted on 
(Klamath River) king salmon cooked on redwood stakes around 
the fire by thomas Dunklin. local archaeologist Jamie Roscoe and 

THe MATTOle FIelD InsTITUTe has steadily grown since 2012, partnering with Humboldt state University faculty and local 
community and conservation connections to provide hands-on, field-based education. 

We ARe nOW poised to expand. We seek in the coming years to build an actual Mattole Field Institute and King Range 
Research station: an educational center from which to offer expanded curriculum year round.

THe VIsIOn of the Mattole Field Institute is to deepen field-based study of the unique Mattole watershed and 
surrounding bioregion’s ecosystems and communities. 
The Mattole Field Institute will accomplish this by:
         * Cultivating a diverse and inclusive community of instructors and students and creating equitable learning 
 environments in which all participants are learners.
         * Inspiring the next generation of learners, and the learner in every one of us, through a cross-curricular, place-based 
 education program with a focus on environmental conservation and fieldwork. 
         * Utilizing the terrestrial, freshwater and marine habitats of the Mattole River watershed, King Range national 
 Conservation Area, and lost Coast as our classroom.
         * Deepening our collaborative teaching and research partnerships with universities, local tribes, and community 
 organizations  including those providing social services, restoration, fire safety, and k-12 education. In this we are 
 serving to deeply ground academic research concerning Humboldt’s environments and communities.
         * Promoting and engaging local conservation and stewardship initiatives across the globe by showcasing the Mattole 
 as a demonstration watershed, embracing honest reflection on our successes, challenges, and failures 
 to better inform the future.
          * Centering connections among and between diverse human communities and the rest of natural world to build 
 ecological and sociocultural resilience. 
         * Hosting a vibrant educational center to serve as magnet and interpretive center for individuals and groups to learn, 
 explore, connect, and access resources.

We ARe PResenTlY working with potential funders to assess properties for acquisition and site development. 

IF YOU would like to consider selling or donating your lower Mattole property towards this vision, please contact Flora Brain: 
Flora@mattole.org, or (707) 629-3514. 

Clockwise from top left: Mattole Field Institute (MFI) and HSU grad student Lonyx 
Landry, who studies Phytophthora species, describes his research to MRC employee Lisa 
Hintz and fellow Mattole Field Institute students.  Dick Scheinman, Cedar McCulloch-
Clow, and Sarah Vroom join MFI students for a hike with local conservation history in 
the Mill Creek Forest.  Thomas Dunklin is joined by HSU Forestry Professor Erin Kelly 
for a tour of his mill, woodshop, and forest.  MFI students Arnold Piceno and Ella Feick 
get field experience testing plant material for the pathogen that causes Sudden Oak 
Death. All photographs this page by Flora Brain. 

Above: MRC Native Plant Nursery Manager Veronica Yates 
explains how to insert a Phytophthera ramorum test strip into a 
macerated plant sample at the MRC Native Plant Nursery. 

Above: HSU aquatic ecologist Dr. Alison O’Dowd discusses 
ecological roles of macroinvertebrates in coastal streams after 
sampling in the Mattole River at A.W. Way County Park. 

Above: Mattole Salmon Group Fisheries Biologist Nathan Queener leads an investigation 
of the different feeding strategies of juvenile steelhead versus Chinook salmon to Mattole 
Field Institute students in the Mattole River, May 2021. 
Right: MFI student and College of the Redwoods Forestry Professor Valerie Elder discusses some of the different fungi commonly 
found on Douglas-firs, while HSU Tribal Forestry student Destiny Rivera snaps a photo. All photographs this page by Flora Brain. 
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 I met Moss in 2006 at the dining table of Ray and Marie 
Raphael, founders of nick’s Interns. It was my first strategic 
planning meeting for this exciting environmental internship 
program for local youth and I learned that Moss had been 
involved since its inception in 2004. As an employee of the 
Mattole Restoration Council I was assigned to coordinate the 
program that had just come under the nonprofit umbrella. 
I could not have known then how Moss would become 
such an essential part of the work we share. she has been 
a rock solid supporter of nick’s Interns and more recently 
instrumental in the development and success of the step Up 
program. Taken together, these two programs provide critically 
needed support for local youth in a variety of ways which 
include paid internships, job training and work experience 
with local businesses, and exposure to meaningful careers in 
environmental fields. 
 Moss is known for her passionate and creative approach 
to environmental education, thus beloved by students and 
parents up and down the Mattole watershed and beyond. For 14 
years, Moss ran the Mattole ecological education Program, fondly 
known as MeeP. she worked in all six watershed schools from 
Whale Gulch to Petrolia. she brought not only inspired classroom 
lessons, but engaging field trips to these cohorts of young 
students, sometimes having the pleasure of getting to know and 
educate individual students all the way from their elementary to 
high school experience. After retiring from teaching in the schools 
Moss continued to bring her positive energies to our youth, 
assisting with the recruitment and hiring process for nick’s Interns. 
I’ve had the privilege to witness the tangible love and appreciation 
her former students express when they walk into a nick’s Interns 
interview. Faces light up with delighted recognition as memories 
are shared of the times Moss did this or that with them. After 
meeting with many eager students and wanting to hire all of them, 
it can be a very challenging task to choose which ones will be 
accepted as interns into the program. Moss, who knows so many 
of our youth, brings her understanding and keen instinct to the 
process. she is fully present, takes meticulous notes, and notices 
details that I often don’t see. Her relationships with many students 
and her interactive experiences while teaching have given Moss 
insight into how individuals will work together as a team, keeping 
in mind the importance of building up and encouraging the less 
confident.   
 Her intuitive and practical skills are also invaluable to the 
work we have done together over the last four years with step 
Up, a federally funded Title One program through the Workforce 
Innovation and Opportunities Act that President Obama signed 
into law. It is designed to provide a variety of support services to 
low income, disadvantaged youth ages 14 to 25. We offer financial 
and moral support as they work to complete their education 

and gain work experience in partnership with local schools and 
businesses. In 2017, Humboldt County’s Department of economic 
Development asked MRC to take on the southern Humboldt 
region, noting that nick’s Interns also provided work experience 
for youth. Moss and I were quite hesitant, very aware that this 
commitment would require rigorous reporting and accountability. 
We had three conference calls with our eD and the county before 
we finally decided to take a leap of faith. We would and could only 
do this together, as co-workers. That was just the beginning to an 
amazing four years of serving about two dozen individuals in a 
variety of ways. Moss has brought her whole self to this mission. 
she knows many youth who need this support, and is adept at 
reaching out to them. 
 Moss has a kind and disarming approach. she has the 
ability to tap into and draw out the innate qualities and talents 
an individual has, working with them to build upon or begin an 
impressive resume. she has reached out to several local businesses 
on behalf of our young clients as she visualizes how they might 
provide a fitting work experience. Moss has brought her writing 
and editing skills to grant writing for the additional funds this 
program requires. she cares deeply and wants to do whatever she 
can to help. It comes naturally to her, a true civil servant. 
 There’s something more I must say about Moss. I’ve 
never met anyone who pays such close attention to others, 
who readily offers freely her kind, affirming words of praise and 
encouragement. I am blessed to be a recipient. Much love to you, 
Moss, as you adventure on with hope in your sails.

By Theresa Vallotton, Mattole Restoration Council

Our Youth, Our Future: The  nick’s Interns and 
step Up Programs and the legacy of C. Moss.

Book Review: The West Without Water: 
What Past Floods, Droughts and Other Climatic Clues Tell Us About Tomorrow   
By lynn Ingram and Frances malamud-Roam. University of California Press, 2013.

Two pillars of support for local youth: C. Moss (right) and Theresa 
Vallotton pictured together in 2016. 
Photograph courtesy of Theresa Vallotton. 

 Paleoclimatologists Ingram and Malamud-Roam write to 
warn us that weather in the western UsA has been deceptively 
even and steady for the last 150 years. This lull in extremes has 
given us the illusion that we live in a benign, predictable climate, 
with only occasional climatic quirks.  exceptional events include 
the 1861-62 Central Valley floods, or the extreme dry years of the 
1930s Dust Bowl, but these “anomalies” were short lived, with 
quick returns to “normal.”
 Based on 30 years of research, their goal is to educate 
us about the very solid and alarming evidence of much greater, 
more extreme and longer lasting climate shifts that paleoclimate 
research shows to be the true norm.
 Using empirical evidence, sophisticated technology, and 
masterly inferences, they reconstruct thousands of years of climate 
history. They show us nature’s archive of past climatic periods and 
events using sediment cores extracted from the ocean, estuaries, 
marshes, and lakes. Trees rings, unearthed fossils, and indeed 
the entire landscape write a history book of our western climate, 
waiting to be discovered and read.   
 Paleoclimatologists have found climate prone to century-
long droughts, and floods more devastating than we can imagine.     
These extreme episodes of western climatic history are not 
exceptions, but rather the norm, and alert us to an unpredictable 
future for which we must prepare. 

Methodology: 
 Core samples – extractions hundreds of feet long excavated 
from sediment deposited in lakes, estuaries, and ocean bottoms – 
are a rich source of climatic data. Core samples have distinct layers 
for each summer and winter, providing a timeline, a way to date 
the core in real time. Within each layer, organisms and flora reveal 
information about the weather of that year. Pollens show the trees 
and plants that were present or absent, reflecting the nature of the 
climate. The changing presence of microorganisms and species 
reveal changing conditions: warmer or colder, wetter or dryer.
 san Francisco Bay core samples record over 5,000 
years of climate history. The microorganisms present reflect 
the level of salinity. Periods with a greater ratio of fresh to salt 
water indicate wetter weather, the product of greater rainfall 
and larger river flows into the bay. Increased salinity indicates 
reduced river volume flow from a dry year in the sierra.  Changing 
ratios of Carbon-16 to C-18 in the chemistry of fossil seashells 
show the ratio of salt to fresh water in sF Bay. Oxygen isotopic 
measurements of foraminifera in sediment cores show a 1500 year 
cycle of wetter and drier conditions. 
 Core ash and charcoal deposits are evidence of forest fires, 
usually following severe drought conditions. Tree growth rings are 
another reliable record of wet and dry years. Core samples from 
redwood tree rings reach back several thousand years. Bristlecone 
pines, the world’s longest living trees, are found at high elevations 
in the White Mountains, their oldest rings dating back 5,000 years.      

The Great Flood of 1861-62:
 Pacific Ocean storms are California’s only significant source 
of rainfall. The sierra nevada Mountains running north to south 
400 miles, and rising to 14,000 feet in elevation, form the spine of 
California and the wall that keeps Pacific storm rains within the 
state.  
 Beginning Christmas eve of 1861, it rained and snowed 
day and night for 20 days, depositing a deep snow pack in the 
sierra. This Arctic deluge was followed immediately by temperate 
Hawaiian storms bringing an additional 60 to 100 inches of warm 
rain to the state. Imagine that huge sierra snow pack beginning to 
melt and flow, and imagine what happened next… Rivers draining 
the sierra nevada quickly became raging, flowing torrents 
of water, destroying riverside mining settlements and entire 
communities in the foothills.  

 The volume of water was staggering and in short order 
the Central Valley became an enormous inland sea, 400 miles 
long and 70 miles wide. The water was deep, muddy, cold and 
full of the wreckage it had wrought. American and sacramento 
River floodwaters rose in sacramento at the rate of one foot an 
hour, until the entire city was submerged to a depth of ten feet 
or more. In places, the water completely submerged just installed 
telegraph poles linking san Francisco and new York, causing a  
month-long break in communication. An estimated 200,000 cattle 
drowned, seven out of eight homes were damaged, and one out 
of eight destroyed. at the State Capitol on January 10th, 1862, 
leland stanford was inaugurated governor, then rowed back to 
the governor’s mansion to gain entry by climbing in a second story 
window.
 Using high water marks left by these disastrous floods, 
hydrologists calculate a peak flow of 330,000 cubic feet per second 
for the santa Ana River. It took three months for all the waters to 
recede. For some reason, this extraordinary flood and its tragic 
impact on people, their lives and landscape, is not well known or 
remembered. But it’s a shocking reminder of the power of weather 
to alter lives forever.

Drought:
 In our lifetime, California has suffered droughts in 1976-77, 
and again 1987-1992, each having significantly reduced rainfall. 
Research in our state shows we have experienced six major 
droughts in the last 100 years. Right now, today, we are in the 
second year of one of the driest two-year periods recorded (in 
150 years of record keeping). It remains to be seen how long this 
drought will last. Currently temperatures are 3 to 4 degrees higher 
than during the 1976-77 drought.
 During  the 1930s Dust Bowl, climate plus unsustainable 
farming practices rendered barren enormous tracts of overused 
farmland, feeding dust storms that further stripped the dried soil. 
My grandparents, along with thousands of others, fled Idaho to 
resettle in California. 
 looking back further in time, paleoclimatologists 
have found clear evidence of past droughts lasting hundreds 
of years or more, sometimes bringing about radical shifts in 
animal populations and plant life on the land. Huge tree stumps 
submerged in lake Tahoe show that for hundreds of years, large 
forests grew at the lake’s edge during a period when the water was 
at least 20 feet lower. The individual trees proved to be 150 years 
old, whereas the age of the entire drowned forest – determined 
through C14 testing- is 4,800 years.
 Core samples from other California lakes, such as Tulare, 
Alpine, Owens and Pyramid, reveal extended periods of drought 
reaching back thousands of years, evidenced by changing flora 
and fauna markers. A dry period called the “long Drought” 
occurred between roughly 7,500 and 4,000 years ago, significantly 
reducing lake sizes. Drought tolerant vegetation becomes 
prevalent in core samples, while land temperatures are estimated 
to have increased by 1.8 – 16 (yes, sixteen) degrees.
 no longer can we think of the Great Flood of 1861-62 or 
the Dust Bowl as mere quirks. Rather, they may be messengers 
foretelling our future, with the added new variable of humans 
accelerating climate change through greenhouse gas emissions. 
What Ingram and Malamud-Roam’s research suggests is that 
extreme flooding, or extended droughts – hundreds or thousands 
of years long – are to be expected naturally. One lingering 
question is whether or not it’s reasonable to expect our future 
to resemble the past, or to expect an entirely different level of 
unpredictability. If only the paleoclimatologists had a previous 
human-caused global warming episode to study and analyze. In 
lieu of that crystal ball, and upon the authors’ probing of the deep 
past, it seems prudent to start making serious arrangements now 
for extended drought in the years to come. 

Reviewed by Gail Wread, Mattole salmon Group

Left: A 2021 crew of Nick’s Interns at work collecting native grass 
seed on Prosper Prairie with Mattole Restoration Council staff.  
Nick’s Interns continues to provide work experience in natural 
resources, facilitated by the dedication of C. Moss and Theresa 
Vallotton. Photograph courtesy of Mattole Restoration Council. 
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 straying is a natural mechanism through which wild 
coho maintain genetic diversity: after time in the ocean, a fish 
hatched in one river system will as an adult stray into a different 
river system to spawn. Genetic research conducted by the nMFs 
indicates that Mattole and south Fork eel River coho have related 
genetics suggesting that straying coho from the south Fork eel 
have already played a role in the continued persistence of Mattole 
River coho. MsG is now considering boosting this straying effect 
by moving adults from areas (like the south Fork eel) which can 
afford to donate coho to the Mattole River. This effort is now being 
developed as part of MsG’s Coho supplementation experimental 
Plan.  
 That plan, under development by MsG and partner 
agencies, is a population enhancement action for the Mattole 
River consistent with and supporting the nMFs sOnCC Recovery 
Plan quoted above. There are four key components of the plan. 
 The first is the identification of the source populations 
and the establishment of decision thresholds to identify when 
it is appropriate to take fish from these populations. Clearly, 
these source populations must be at levels that can support the 
donation of wild coho to the Mattole and a determination will 
have to be made at some point during the spawning season that it 
is acceptable to collect and transport adults. 
 The second component of the Coho supplementation 
experimental Plan is identifying the best locations to in the 
Mattole watershed for releasing these transplanted coho adults. 
These locations should be where adult Mattole coho are most 
likely to be located (after all, the goal is to get wild Mattole coho 
to spawn with these fish transplanted from outside the watershed 
to improve genetic diversity). Optimum locations will also have 
sufficient cool water and habitat complexity to up the chances 
for the resulting juveniles to survive.  Fortunately, twenty years of 
habitat improvement projects by sanctuary Forest, Inc. and MsG 
have resulted in a number of excellent candidate locations in the 
Mattole headwaters.  
 The third component is a catch-all, and includes logistics 
and other considerations. While it may seem simple to capture a 
few adult fish in an upstream tributary on the south Fork eel and 
transport them in an oxygenated, cool water tank a mile away 
to Thompson Creek in the Mattole, ask anyone who’s ever tried 
and they’ll tell you that’s pretty hard to capture adult fish without 
harming them. They will do everything in their power to not be 
captured. nets, traps, weirs and other equipment will all need to 
be deployed at the right time in the right place. Utmost care must 
be taken to avoid stressing captured fish so they can be released 
healthy and ready to find a wild mate with whom to spawn in the 
Mattole. Other considerations also include (but are not limited to) 
ensuring that diseases are not spread from one watershed to the 
next, determining genetic testing protocols and conducting those 
tests, permitting, and landowner permissions.

 The final component is monitoring. This will include a lot 
of time conducting spawning surveys, juvenile snorkel surveys to 
assess density, distribution and health of offspring, and genetic 
testing to determine how the transplanted adults interbred with 
the Mattole coho. Duration of the experiment would be six to ten 
years.
 We are living in uncertain times. The current drought and 
recent record-setting heat wave are scorching salmon, wiping 
out entire age classes of coho and Chinook all across California. 
In the Mattole, blessed with our coastal climate, we have invested 
in instream habitat restoration and protection in the headwaters 
–and, increasingly, in downstream tributaries and the estuary/
slough – such that we have a reasonable shot at being able to 
provide suitable cold water habitat for juvenile coho. One big 
question is: where will the juvenile coho continue to come from 
if the population has dipped below self-sustaining levels? While 
it seems miraculous that they continue to hatch and be counted 
each summer in the headwaters, relying on natural straying to 
augment the Mattole coho population is a game of chance. In 
some recent years, a lack of fall rain has delayed the river mouth 
opening at Mattole Beach, likely reducing the successful entry of 
would-be straying coho from other rivers. We are far below the 250 
adult coho needed to spawn each year, to avoid extinction of the 
Mattole population, and vastly farther below the 1,000 spawners 
needed each year to recover the population. 
 Mattole salmon Group and community members in the 
watershed have a long history of directly supporting salmon 
populations when the situation was grim. This included capturing 
adults, spawning their eggs and rearing fish in hatchboxes or 
tanks to bolster a struggling population. While we have taken a 
couple decade hiatus from such work, it may be time to resume 
such direct action. If you have an interest in helping out on this 
coho supplementation planning effort, please let us know at 
mattolesalmon.org.   
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Coho supplementation in the Mattole River
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Letf: A rare and celebrated find: an adult male coho 
salmon carcass, appearing to have spawned, is retrieved 
by Nathan Queener in January of 2011 in the middle 
Mattole River. Efforts described in this article could 
increase the chances that future Mattole Salmon Group 
spawner surveyors may as happily encounter more wild 
coho salmon in the Mattole River in the years to come. 
Photograph by Flora Brain. 


